A SIMPLE ALGORITHM FOR CYCLIC VECTORS
Statement of Results. Let R be a commutative ring with unit, a :R -t R a derivation of R to itself, and t E R an element with a(t) = 1. We denote by Ra = Ker(8)the subring of "constants." For any constant a E Ra, the element t + a of R also satisfies a(t + a ) = 1.
Fix an integer iz r 1, and a triple ( 
we visibly have
Therefore c ( z , t -a ) is a cyclic vector if and only if P(t -a ) lies in R '.
We must show that the ideal I in R generated by the 1 + n(lz -1 ) (4) If R is a field in which (12 -I)! is invertible, and which is a finitely generated extension of an algebraically closed subfield k of Ra, then we can use Theorem 1 to produce cyclic vectors. Notice first that for any finite subset S of R , there exists a a-stable k-subalgebra Ro of R which is finitely generated as a k-algebra, and which contains S (in terms of generators x l , . . . ,XN of R / k , write each a(xi) and each s E S as a ratio of k-polynomials in the xi's whose denominators are nonzero in R ; then take for Ro the k-subalgebra of R generated by the xi and by the inverses of the denominators of both the a(x,) and the s E S). Given (V, D , d ) over R , we apply this to the set S consisting of t and of the n2 coefficients a;; of the connection matrix, defined by is, by Nakayama's lemma, a horizontal R-basis, and consequently is a cyclic vector. But if v E V is a cyclic vector, then so, by Nakayama's lemma, is v + t"vo for any vo E V , simply because, for 0 5 i 5 n -1, Di(v + tnvo)= Div mod tlZ-'V.
Therefore in the above double sum, we may neglect all terms with.j -k k 2 n , to conclude that is a cyclic vector. But this last vector is easily seen to be c(Z, t).
(6) The proof of Theorem 2 also yields the following variant: If R is a ring in which (iz(iz -I))! is invertible, then Zariski locally on Spec(R), one of the vectors c ( z , t -i), 0 5 i 5 iz(n -I), is a cyclic vector.
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